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The purpose of MASTERPLAN
Masterplan was developed as a simple and reliable tool for passing on locking plans and production
orders to ASSA ABLOY N.V. The target groups are our distributors, end users of locking plans, and
our own technical advisers.
The software has following features:
Consulting combinations
Creating new combinations
Extending existing combinations
The software includes a set of tools that make it easier to set up locking plans. The built-in control
functions are there to help you avoid errors in setting up.
Besides the preparation of locking plans, the software also provides access to additional functionality
that is made available via the internet.
This functionality includes:
-

Manage keys

-

Managing key and cylinder profiles

-

Managing locking plans

-

Retrieving price information

Depending on your profile, you can use various functions. It is therefore possible that you will not be
able to use all the function in this manual.

3

System requirements
Masterplan has the following minimum system requirements:
Recent computer with the Windows operating system
Internet Explorer version 7 or later.
(Internet Explorer version 6 is workable but not optimal)
High speed internet connection (ADSL, SDSL, Telenet, ...)
(Dial-up connection via modem will also work but is not optimal)

Firewall and proxy servers
To use the online services of Masterplan, the program requires unobstructed access for the HTTP
and HTTPS protocol to the following URL:
m asterplanbe.assaabloy.com

For updating and installing the software, a connection is required to
http://w w w .litto.be/Masterplan/
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Installing the ‘Masterplan’ software
The MASTERPLAN program is an internet application that can also work offline.
After a one-time installation procedure, it will check whether the software version is up-to-date at
every start up. If this is not the case, the program will propose an update to the current version.
The installation is started by clicking on the following link in your web browser: http://
www.litto.be/Masterplan/publish.htm
This will take you to the following page:

Figure: Installation page via the website

From here continue by clicking ‘Install’.
It is also possible that your PC is not equipped with the latest Windows updates. The page will then
first redirect you to the required updates that you need to install from the Microsoft Windows Update
site.
( http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/ )
Especially important is that the .NET 3.5 components must be present on your PC. After
installation, the program can be started by selecting START > Assa Abloy > Masterplan in your
Start menu.

5

Selection of the user language
The language of Masterplan can be set to 4 different languages. Changing the language is only
possible when there is no locking plan loaded.
You can select the desired language via Settings > Language
Once the language is selected, the entire menu structure will immediately be adapted to the new
language.
After changing the language, you will also notice that the names of the cylinder types are adapted to
the new language in the locking plans. If a French-speaking and a Dutch-speaking user open the
same MPL file, it will look different.
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Figure 4 Selection of the user language

6

Assa Abloy internet services
If the user has a ‘Masterplan access card’ and a card reader, then he or she can utilise the
additional functionality offered by Assa Abloy over the internet.
Depending on their permissions, the user can use various features.
The user can log in via the menu ‘Online services’:

Figure 63: log in to ‘Online services’ (menu)

The following screen lists the available card readers. If a valid Masterplan master access card is
available, select the card and then press ‘Log in’.

Figure 64: overview of the available card readers

Masterplan asks for the login password and if user/password are correct, the login procedure will
continue. It is possible that the user has access to the services for multiple customers with his or
her access card. If this is the case, you will be asked to choose a customer during the login
procedure.
If the login procedure is successful, the status of the connection will be displayed at the bottom of
the screen.

Figure 65: ‘Online services’ connection status

The menu ‘Online services’ will also contain additional features.
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Figure 66: Available functionality (menu)

Logging out: you will be disconnected. If there are screens that are still open that are making use
of the connection these will also be closed. Please be careful: if there are changes that were not
synchronised, these will be lost. You will also be disconnected if the Masterplan access card is
removed from the card reader.
Change password: This allows users to change their password. When logging in, a warning will be
given if a user is still using the default password. It is advisable to immediately change the default
password in order to prevent abuse.
Change username: this allows users to change their login name. This name will then be listed at
the bottom of the screen, instead of the assigned user ID.

Figure 67: ‘Online services’ connection status after username is entered

Depending on the permissions of the user, the functionality, ‘Manage profiles’, ‘Manage keys’,
‘Managing locking plans’ may or may not be available.

7

ONLINE / OFFLINE?

7.1

Working with Masterplan ONLINE and OFFLINE
Masterplan has been developed for two types of use: ONLINE use and OFFLINE use.
The software automatically detects whether you have gained access to the ONLINE functions and
automatically activates the appropriate buttons and menu items. If the software is in the ONLINE
mode, this is indicated by the title bar of the Windows form.

In the figure above, the software is in the ONLINE mode. Note that there are more buttons visible
than in the OFFLINE mode. When using the ONLINE version, the version control function is active.
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Method for distributors (OFFLINE)
If you do not have access to the functionality ‘Managing locking plans’ where the locking plans can
be retrieved from the Assa Abloy servers, then you will have to have your files delivered by someone
within ASSA ABLOY N.V.
Although an MPL file contains no technical information whatsoever (such as key cuttings and plugs),
it still involves sensitive information that should be treated with the necessary discretion.
Complying, or not, with a demand to send such files is entirely at the discretion of ASSA ABLOY
N.V.
There are three types: files that we can deliver. These three types have different capabilities.
1. Locking plans for information purposes (READ-ONLY): Such MPL files provide a
representation of the current situation of a project. This type of file cannot be modified, and no new
information can be added to it.
You can only use it to get an idea of the functions, numbers, etc.
Since it is only a file that can be read or printed there is no protection whatsoever that someone
may modify it in the meantime.
2. New locking plans: This kind of MPL files are customisable. These are files that can be used for
creating new combinations.
We can provide you with this kind of (empty) file in advance – in a limited number – allowing you
to get started straight away without having to wait for information from an ASSA ALOY N.V.
employee.
Please note: An empty file can only be used for one project. It has already been assigned to one
–– in this case empty – project. You may never copy MPL files or reuse them for other projects.
3. Existing locking plans (WRITEABLE): This kind of MPL file is also customisable. It already
contains information about an existing project.
The purpose of this file is to allow you to extend or perform reorders for this project.
An ASSA ABLOY N.V. employee has set the status of the file as ‘reserved’. Accordingly, only
one person is responsible for making changes to the functionality of this locking plan. As with
projects in such a state, no one else can make adjustments to the functionality of this plan.
This is in order to avoid ambiguous and contradictory situations such as when, for example, two
different people might simultaneously make changes to one and the same project.

After you have made changes (extension, reorder, etc.) to the MPL file, you must verify your
changes by utilising the ‘Verify the locking plan’ function. (See index). Failure to verify your order
may result in it not being possible to pass your order on to manufacturing.
You must always return the modified MPL file to the same person you received it from. They are the
only person that can resynchronise the file with the ASSA ABLOY server, after which the order can
be processed further.

7.3

Working method for representatives (ONLINE)
If Masterplan is connected to the database servers (in ONLINE mode), then the locking plan data
can be synchronised from and to the servers directly.
The data of the locking plan is then saved in an MPL file on your PC and Masterplan will then
continue to work on this file. Making changes is then analogous to working with Masterplan in offline
mode.
The changes to the MPL file can then be stored on the server.
© 2012 ASSA ABLOY nv - Jan Warrot, Johan Van Camp
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When installing, the software will create a folder called ‘Masterplan’ in your personal folder ‘My
Documents’. This location was chosen because this is the most obvious folder when it comes to
backups, etc. This location is hard-coded in the program and cannot be changed via parameters or
options.
All data from Masterplan is stored encrypted in MPL. These files contain only data that is also visible
in the software. There is no sensitive information in the file about, for example, key cuttings, plugs
and the like.

8.1.1

What data should I backup?
Only the data in the folder ‘My Documents\Masterplan’ must be backed up.
Since the software can always be reinstalled from the web page there is no point backing up the
Masterplan software itself.
For information on reinstalling the software: See Installing the ‘Masterplan’ software

8.2

Starting a new combination

8.2.1

ONLINE method

8.2.1.1

Version control
Version control can be activated using the toolbar:

Figure 5: version control (toolbar)

Or from the ‘Tools’ menu item

Figure 6 version control (menu)

8.2.1.2

Tab ‘Find project’
The desired project can be looked up in the version control dialogue.
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Figure 7: retrieve projects in version control

You can (optionally) enter search terms in each of the fields. * is recognised as a wildcard.
Find: start the search operation and display the results
Clear: clear the search terms
8.2.1.3

‘Projects in use’ tab
The ‘Projects in use’ tab allows you to search only in those projects which someone is currently
using.
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Figure: retrieve projects in use in version control

Here also, you can enter search terms (* is recognised as a wildcard).
Filtering: start the search operation and display the results
Clear: clear the search terms
8.2.1.4

Explanation of buttons

EXPLANATION OF BUTTONS

In the results list you can select the project for which you want to retrieve the data.
The following actions are possible:
Open: when opening a project, the project data is stored in an MPL file on your hard disk. The data
can be viewed with Masterplan, but cannot be changed.
Change: only possible if the project is not in use. The data of the project is stored in an MPL file on
your hard disk and can be modified with Masterplan. The server indicates that you are the person
that is using this project. Therefore, it cannot be changed by someone else.
Release: only possible if the project is in use. This releases the project on the server so someone
else can modify the project. Changes you made to the project must first be synchronised to the
server, otherwise they will be lost in this step. There is a dialogue that warns you about this.
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Figure 9: warning in case of release if the locking plan is modified

Send: this option allows you to send the project data as an MPL file to other people via the default
email program.
Close: close this dialogue

8.2.2

OFFLINE method

8.2.2.1

Opening an MPL file from disk
A locking plan that was stored as MPL file can be opened in different ways.
Using the toolbar:

Figure 10: open locking plan (toolbar)

Using the menu bar:

Figure 11: open locking plan (menu)

If a locking plan was already opened, then a reference to this file is recorded and kept in ‘Recent
locking plans’ in the Locking plan menu. This option allows newly-opened locking plans to be opened
quickly.

Figure 12: open recent locking plans
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Adding cylinder or keys
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Select the place where the cylinders should be added. This can be a Level2 or another cylinder.

Figure 16: Add cylinders (1)

press <Ctrl+Insert> or
or choose the menu <Edit / Cylinder / Expand>

Figure 17: Add cylinders (2)

You can choose: Insert before or after the selection. Enter the desired number and press the Add
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button (in case a Level2 is selected, the cylinder will always be added as the first element of this
level)
The same principle can be used for keys

8.5

Marking crosses
First scenario:
Select the place where you want the connection and press the space bar
Second scenario:
Select the place where you want the connection and right-click with the mouse

Figure 27: Marking crosses in the locking plan using context menu

Choose the desired actions from the pop-up menu:
o Diagonal connection: can also be done using the F2 key
o Vertical connection: can also be done using the F3 key
o Horizontal connection: can also be done using the F4 key
The requested connections are switched on or off across the entire locking plan.
Third scenario:
Select an area where you want the connection and right-click with the mouse

Figure 28: Marking crosses in selection using the context menu (1)

Choose the desired actions from the context menu:
o Diagonal connection: can also be done using the F2 key
o Vertical connection: can also be done using the F3 key
o Horizontal connection: can also be done using the F4 key
The requested connections are only switched on or off in the selected area.
It is also possible to select an area and select a cell in this area with the right mouse button.
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Figure 29: Marking crosses in selection using the context menu (2)

8.6

Change keys

8.6.1

Assigning ‘CHANGE KEYS’ TO A CYLINDER
Using pop-up menu
Select the cylinders for which an CK must be created, right-click with the mouse on the selected
zone

Figure 24: Allocation of change keys (1)

Choose from the pop-up menu: Provide change key and make the choice with or without delivery

Figure 25: Adding change keys (2)

Press OK and the CKs are added to the end of the key list (including connection). Please note that
the CKs are filtered as standard
Edit the ‘CK Order’ field
If the cylinder is not read-only, this field can be completed. If you enter ‘5’ here, then a key will
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automatically be created with the same code as the cylinder and the connection made with this
cylinder. 5 keys ‘5’ are placed in the order.
In this field you can also enter ‘X’ and a change key will be created without providing an order
number.

8.6.2

Modifying ‘CHANGE KEYS’
There are 2 columns for change keys in the cylinder grid.
CK Delivered: this is the number of change keys of these cylinders that were already delivered. This
field can never be modified.
CK Order: this is the number of additional change keys that will be ordered for these cylinders. If the
cylinder is not read-only, then this field can be modified.
These fields can contain the following data:
: empty field. No change keys were delivered or ordered for this cylinder.
: number: The number of change keys of this cylinder was already delivered/
ordered.
: X. There is a change key but the delivery/order is 0. If the change key is not
read-only, this field can be modified by double-clicking.
: ^. This cylinder has change keys, but as there are several cylinders with the
same code, they all have the same change key. However, this number is only
listed with one cylinder, the ^ symbol appears with the other cylinders.
Modifying change keys in order:
if the cylinder is not read-only, the number of ordered CKs can be changed. This is done by doubleclicking on the field.
If the ‘CK Order’ field is changed to ‘0’, then the change key is removed.
If the ‘CK Order’ field is changed to ‘X’, then the change key is not removed, but the order is set to 0.
If the ‘CK Order’ field is changed to another number, then the change key is created if there was no
change key yet or the number of ordered keys modified.
If, in the ‘CK Order’ field, the ^ symbol is listed, then the field cannot directly be changed but a
window is shown in which you can adjust the number.

Figure 26: enter reorder keys

8.7

Using the filter
For a clearer visualisation of the locking plan there is a filter function that you can turn on/off as you
wish. The filter only affects the way data is displayed on the screen. That is, the filter will not modify
any key, cylinder, or connection; only their display on the screen.
The change keys may be hidden using the filter. The filter option can be turned on or off in the
© 2012 ASSA ABLOY nv - Jan Warrot, Johan Van Camp
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toolbar.

Figure 34: turning on/off change keys filter

8.7.1

Filter On
If the filter is activated, all keys with key type ‘CK’ are hidden.

8.7.1.1

Filter Off
Disabling the filter will once again show all keys.

8.8

Autocompletion of cylinder or key data
There are two completion methods, depending on the column that is selected.
If cylinder or key, or code or name is selected, patterns can be used to generate increasing data.

Figure 18: Autocomplete with the aid of patterns

Enter the format of the code, e.g. 00-### and codes in the form 00-001, 00-002, 00-003, … are
generated
Use the ‘start’ and ‘increase by’ entry to determine the starting position and the trend
In other cases it is possible to copy a specific piece of text.

Figure 19: Autocomplete with the aid of text
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Simple method: 1 selected line
select the column of the first cylinder or key and press
or choose the menu <Edit / Cylinder / Complete codes> or right-click with the mouse and select
‘autocomplete’ from the context menu
Define the pattern (for code or name) or specify the text that should be used
Select whether the fields should be modified from the selected line or on all lines.
o Select ‘Starting from selected line’ and press execute and the column is modified from this line
to the end of the floor
o Select ‘All Lines’ and press execute and the column is modified for the entire floor
Autocompletion can be used on all of the columns; the completed data is copied each time, for
example:
o Enter cylinder type

Figure 20: selection autocomplete data

o Autocomplete

Figure 21: execute autocomplete

8.8.2

Advanced method: selection
Select a number of cylinders or keys and press
or choose the menu <Edit / Cylinder / Complete codes> or right-click with the mouse and select
‘autocomplete’ from the context menu
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Figure 22: autocomplete using selection

In this way, it is also possible to select cylinders which do not belong to the same levels
If necessary, modify the text and press execute and the column of the selected cylinder is
modified

8.9

Using multiple Levels across a locking plan
Locking plans often require subdivisions. This could be, for example, divisions that are dependent on
location. For this, Masterplan uses two levels within each locking plan.
One is completely free to use Level1 and Level2. Some examples:
One building with multiple floors: One Level1 (= Name of the building) + multiple Level2s’(= The
different floors (Ground floor, first, second, ....))
One company with several departments: Level1 = Name of the company + several Level2s’(= The
different departments (first, second, ....))
Multiple buildings in multiple locations (multiple Level1s’+ Multiple floors (= several Level2s’)
…
The user is completely free to use the two levels as a tool for clarifying the locking plan. One rule,
however, is that there must always be two levels. The user is also free to expand, rename, or simply
ignore this, if they wish.

8.9.1

Add Level1 / Level2
The cylinders in the cylinder grid are displayed in a tree structure. This tree always consists of 3
levels’: Level1, Level2 & Cylinders.
It is possible to add new levels or delete them using Masterplan.
Depending on which row is selected in the cylinder grid, the following functionality is carried out:
A Level1 is selected
o Add Level1: a new Level1 is added after the selected Level1
o Add Level2: a new Level2 is added just after the selected Level 1 (i.e., as first Level2 for this
Level1)
A Level2 is selected
o Add Level1: a new Level1 is added right before this Level2 item.
This Level2 item – together with any subsequent Level2 items that belonged to the same level –
are now placed under the newly created Level1 item.
o Add Level2: A new Level2 is added after the selected Level2 item. No cylinders are moved
A cylinder is selected
o Add Level1: A new Level1 and Level2 is added. The selected cylinder, together with the following
cylinders belonging to the same Level2 are placed under the new Level2. The Level2 items
located after the selected cylinder, and which belong to the same Level1, are also moved to the
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new Level1.
o Add Level2: Anew Level2 is added. The selected cylinder, together with the following cylinders
belonging to the same Level2 are placed under the new Level2.
The functionality can be implemented in 3 ways; for each of these methods an item must be
selected from the grid cylinder.
Context menu
If you right-click with the mouse, you have the possibility to add a Level1 or Level2 item.

Figure 13: Context menu "Levels"

Menu bar
With the Edit item:

Figure 14: Context menu "Edit"

Using the toolbar:

Figure 15: Editing levels via the toolbar

8.10

Hide and/or display columns
Right-click with the mouse on the header of the cylinder or key list
A list of all columns is displayed
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Figure 23: Hide and/or display columns in the view

Select the column you wish to hide or display
The next time you start up the columns that were displayed last time will be displayed again – the
user profile is kept track of per PC and user

8.11

Copy/paste
Copy/paste functionality is available for the cylinders.
For keys and connections, you only have access to PASTE from within Excel.

8.11.1 Copy
In the cylinder grid you can select one or more cylinders.
Then press CTRL-C. If the selected cylinders belong to different levels than only the cylinder
information is copied to the clipboard.

8.11.2 Cut
In the cylinder grid you can select one or more cylinders.
Then press CTRL-X. If the selected cylinders belong to different levels than only the cylinder
information is copied to the clipboard. The selected cylinders are removed from the cylinder grid.
If one of the cylinders is read-only, then the operation will be aborted. In this case, no cylinders were
removed and nothing was copied to the clipboard.

8.11.3 Paste
The cylinder information is placed on the Windows clipboard, which means that the information
remains available if the locking plan (or Masterplan itself) is closed.
The cylinder information is furthermore stored in the clipboard as text, making it possible to paste
this information in other applications (e.g. Excel).
Select a line in the cylinder grid and press CTRL-V.
If the line is a Level1 line, a new Level2 line will be created and the cylinders will be placed under
this new Level2-line.
If the line is a Level2 line, then the cylinders will be placed after this Level2-line, that is, before the
already existing cylinders of this Level2.
If the line is a cylinder line, then the cylinders will be placed after this cylinder.
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8.11.4 Paste from Excel
You can copy data from Microsoft Excel to Masterplan.
To copy cylinder data from Excel, select multiple rows in Excel (but only one column).
To copy key data from Excel, select multiple columns in Excel (but only one row). For connections
you can select a region in Excel.
After the data is copied to the clipboard, select a cell from the cylinder grid in Masterplan (on a
cylinder row), a cell in the key grid or a cell from the connection grid and press CTRL-V.
Masterplan will then copy the data from the clipboard into the column cells starting from the selected
cell. If the data cannot be accepted (e.g., because of an incorrect format) then it will be skipped. If
the cylinder / key row is read-only, the data will also be skipped. Level1/Level2 rows are not
completed. It will simply continue to the next cylinder row.

8.12

Find
It is possible to search for text in the locking plan.
Using the toolbar:

Figure 42: search function (toolbar)

Using the menu:

Figure 43: Search function (menu)

After activate, you will arrive at the following search screen:

Figure 44: input search terms

Search: specify the text that you wish to find (you can use * as a wildcard)
Show hidden results: also searches in hidden data, e.g. by the change key filter or if a level has
been collapsed or if there are hidden columns.
Cylinders: search in the cylinder data
Keys: search in the key data
Next search: search again from previous results
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Close: close the search window

8.13

Modify key order
Masterplan provides the functionality to easily order or reorder keys.
This functionality can be activated using the toolbar or the Tools -> Keys menu.
Using the toolbar:

Figure 35: order keys (toolbar)

Using the menu:

Figure 36: order keys (menu)

In the dialogue you can then change the number of keys you wish to order.

Figure 37: enter reorder keys

Once you have entered the code and then clicked on <return>, the order field is automatically
activated. This will not happen if the key code you provided does not exist. The drop-down box
shows the full list of keys from the locking plan.
With ‘Close’ you can exit this dialogue window.

8.14

Automatic determination of key type
Key type (and thus also key price) is determined automatically by Masterplan. This can be carried
out at any time with the aid of the toolbar or from the Tools menu.
Using the toolbar:
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Figure 32: determine key type using the toolbar

Using the menu:

Figure 33: determine key type using the menu

The key type is also automatically determined when the data is synchronised to or from the server,
and as soon as a locking plan is opened.

8.15

Export to MS Excel
It is possible to export the locking plan to an Excel file.
This requires Microsoft Excel to be installed.
Masterplan supports Excel 2003/2007.
Change keys are not exported to the Excel file.
The export can be done via the menu:

Figure 30: export to MS Excel using menu

The Excel file will look like this:
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Figure 31: result of export to MS Excel

8.16

Import from Masterdata
It is possible to import the export data from Masterdata into Masterplan.
The Masterdata data consist of the files cilinders.txt / sleutels.txt / kruisjes.txt. After export, these
files must be placed in the folder C:\Sluitplan\plannen using Masterdata.
The import functionality can be accessed via the Tools menu. This is only available if the locking plan
is not read-only.

Figure 45: import Masterdata (menu)

There are 2 import options available:
New:
This option empties the current locking plan and adds the data from the
Masterdata files. This option is only possible if the locking plan does not contain
data that has already been delivered.
If there are cylinders/keys in the locking plan, you will be asked if the locking
plan may be emptied.
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Figure 46: warning if there is data that would be lost because of imports

Press OK. The locking plan is then cleared and a Level1/Level2 is created to include the cylinders in.
The keys are also created and the connections are copied.
Add:
With this option, the Masterdata data is added to the locking plan. The
cylinders are hereby added to the last level2 item.
No data will be removed from the locking plan. If there is data that cannot be
added because there may be conflicts with existing data from the locking plan,
this is reported at the end of the imports.

Figure 47: error report after import from Masterdata

8.17

Insert customer logo
It is possible to add customer’s logo to their locking plan if the locking plan is not read-only.
This can be done via the menu or by double-clicking on ‘Customer logo’ in the locking plan data.
Using the menu

Figure 48: insert customer logo (menu)

Using ‘Customer logo’
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Figure 49: insert customer logo (menu)

You may then choose an image. Make sure the image is not too large. After all, it will be stored in
the MPL file.

Figure 50: customer logo selection

A logo is not synchronised with the server but is only saved in the MPL file.

8.18

Verify the locking plan
A valid locking plan must comply with a number of conditions. For example, a cylinder must have a
cylinder code.
A locking plan that does not comply with the rules cannot be saved to the server. You can verify at
all times whether the rules are met with the help of the function ‘Verify locking plan’.
Using the toolbar:

Figure 38: verify locking plan (toolbar)

Using the menu:
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Figure 39: verify locking plan (menu)

After verification, a summary of the errors that were found will be shown or notification that there are
no errors.

Figure 40: error report after verification of locking plan (no errors)

Figure 41: error report after verification of locking plan (errors)

8.19

Preferences
There are a number of preferences you can set per user.
These settings can be accessed via the menu:

Figure 51: preferences (menu)

Preferences on application level:
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Figure 52: preferences for the application

To indicate that a cylinder/key or connection is read-only and therefore cannot be modified,
Masterplan will display this information in a different colour. By default, this light grey. With this
preference you can change this colour.
Preference on cylinder level:

Figure 53: preferences for the cylinders

8.20

-

Standard reorder: this number is taken as default value for the ‘CK Order’
column if a new cylinder is added.

-

The second option indicates that a reorder of a change key must be set to 0 if
this is also done for its cylinder.

Printing
Masterplan has 3 printing options.

8.20.1 Print the locking plan
Printing can be selected from the toolbar and the Locking plan menu.
Using the toolbar:

Figure 54: print (toolbar)
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Using the menu:

Figure 55: print (menu)

You can subsequently specify what data should be printed. When printing the locking plan, the
change keys are never printed.

Figure 56: settings when printing the locking plan

Cylinder range / Key range:
All: each cylinder/key
With reorder: only the already delivered cylinders/keys for which there is now a
reorder
New orders: only the cylinder/keys that have not yet been delivered and which
have already been ordered.
After selecting the printer, the locking plan data is printed.
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Figure 57: printing results

8.20.2 Print a summary
It is also possible to print a summary. In this summary, the cylinders are grouped based on type/
length/finish and the keys based on key type. It also determined how many keys need to be
deducted for the locking plan.
The summary can be printed from the locking plan menu:

Figure 58: print summary (menu)

After selecting the printer, the summary is printed.
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Figure 59: result of printing the summary

8.20.3 Print request for quote
The request for quote is a document listing the ordered items from the locking plan. The cylinders
are grouped based on type/length/finish and the keys based on key type. It also determined how
many keys need to be deducted for the locking plan.
The request for quote can be printed from the locking plan menu:

Figure 60: print quote (menu)

After selecting the printer, the request for quote is printed.
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Figure 61: result of printing the offer

8.21

Saving on the server
Masterplan always works based on an MPL file that contains the project data that was retrieved from
the server.
With ‘Save’
you can save the changes to the MPL file.
To save the changes not only in the MPL file, but also on the server, choose ‘Save on server’
.
Save on server is only possible if the ‘Modify’ option was selected in version control to retrieve the
project data.
The following options are possible:

Figure 62: save on server settings

Create new version: this causes the current locking plan to be recorded and kept as a new version
on the Litto server. This will allow you to view the data in this version at a later date.
Release project: this releases the project after synchronisation. You can then no longer modify the
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project until you have once again selected the ‘Modify’ option in version control. Releasing the
project allows someone else to modify the project.
If you select ‘Save to server’ without releasing the project you remain will the owner of this project
and continue to be able to make changes. The data that you synchronised will then become visible
to other users that open the data from this project with version control (using the ‘Open’ button).

9

Module "Key management"
With key management is possible to manage the keys that were supplied for a particular customer.
This includes the registration of which key is being used by which person.
If key management is available to the user, this can be selected via the ‘Online services’ menu:

Figure 84: Manage keys (menu)

After selecting key management, the following screen is activated. Depending on the permissions
that were granted, it is possible that not all functions will be available.

Figure 85: main screen key management
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Project selection
It is possible to select the project at the top of screen. Some functions show only the information of
the selected project.

Figure 86: project selection

9.2

Function:

Relates to:

Daily work

All projects

People

All projects

Keys

Selected project

Doors

Selected project

Bookings

Selected project

History

Selected project

Configuration

All projects

Daily work
This feature allows daily key management tasks to be carried out quickly.
With this function it is possible to:
-

Lend out keys

-

Hand in keys

-

Create reminders for returning keys
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Issuing
This screen can be used to register a key being issued.

Figure 87: enter new booking – lending a key

The following data can be specified:
-

Start date: the date on which the key is loaned Initially this is completed with
the current date, but the user can adjust this.

-

Return date: Optional. This date indicates when the key should be returned. To
define this date the field must first be ticked.

-

Key: the key that is loaned. Using the button

the relevant key can be looked up. In this overview the keys are displayed
that are available (active and not yet loaned out).

Figure 88: selection of key that is lent
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-

Person: the person to whom the key is loaned. Using the button

the person in question may be looked up.

Figure 89: selection of person that receives key

If all of this information is entered, the registration can be applied with ‘Apply’.
An issue form can then be printed. The text for this form can be modified using the function
‘Configuration’.

Figure 90: print ‘Loan of a key’

9.2.2

Return
This feature allows a booking to be completed. This should be carried out as soon as a key is
brought back in.
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Figure 91: complete booking – return of a key

The key in question can looked up with the button
.
The search screen gives an overview of all current bookings.

Figure 92: selection booking that must be completed

After selecting the relevant booking, the following information can still be adjusted:
-

Start date: the date on which the key was loaned

-

End date: the date on which the key was returned. Initially this will be filled
with the current date.

-

Return date: the date the key was supposed to be returned.

The booking can then be completed with ‘Apply’.
A return form can then be printed. The text for this form can be modified using the function
‘Configuration’.
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Figure 93: print ‘Return of key’

9.2.3

Reminder
This screen can be used to easily check which keys must be returned.

Figure 94: retrieve current bookings

Up to date: if this field is completed, then only those bookings will be displayed with a return date
smaller than or equal to this date. If this date is not completed, all current bookings are displayed.
One or more bookings can be selected in the bookings list. A reminder form can then be printed. If
multiple bookings are selected, then a reminder list is printed for each person containing the
selected bookings that apply to him or her.
The text for this form can be modified using the function ‘Configuration’.
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Figure 95: print ‘Reminder return of key'

9.2.4

People
This function allows you to register people that can borrow keys. Once a person has been added he
or she cannot be removed. A person’s status can be set to ‘inactive’, so that they can no longer
borrow keys.

Figure 96: Overview people

The overview screen
shows which people are known in the system.
More information can be retrieved on any person by double-clicking in the list or detail screen.
.
The detail screen contains additional information on the person in question.
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Figure 97: detailed information person

In addition to the general information about a person, the following items are also important:
-

Date of departure: here you can specify from when the person may no longer
receive keys. For example, if the person leaves the company. A person cannot
be removed (the bookings that the person made in the past remain available),
but the system will change their status to ‘inactive’ if the current date is later
than their date of departure.
A person can always be reactivated by changing or deleting the departure
date.

-

Language: select the language of the person. This is used to ensure that the
forms for this person are drawn up in their language.

-

Save: this allows changes to be applied

-

Key list: this provides you with an overview of the keys that the person
currently has in his or her possession.

Figure 98: overview keys loaned to selected person

Using the button ‘=> Key’ you can go to the details of the key in question.
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-

Bookings: this allows the user to manage the active bookings for the person in
question.

Figure 99: managing bookings of selected person

Actions will relate only to the selected bookings (tick).
From this screen you can therefore close the bookings or change the return
date. It is also possible to print a reminder form for the relevant bookings.
You can add a new person with the button
.
This will activate a blank detail screen that can be filled with the personal data.

9.2.5

Keys
The keys function only relates to the keys of the selected project.
Through this function it is possible to manage the status of the keys and request more information
on a certain key.

Figure 100: overview keys

The overview screen
shows which keys are known in the system for the selected project.
More information can be retrieved on any key by double-clicking in the list or detail screen.
.
The detail screen contains additional information on the key in question.
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Figure 101: detailed information key

The following fields can be modified:
-

Description: this allows additional information for the key to be specified so that
it is easier to identify in the system.

-

Status: a can have the following statuses: lent out / destroyed / lost. This
status can be changed here at any time. Changing the status does not affect
the booking. The booking must still be completed separately if needed.

If the key is loaned out, additional information about the booking in question is shown and it is
possible to navigate to the information of the relevant person or booking.
The ‘Cylinder list’ shows which cylinders can be opened with the key in question.

9.2.6

Doors
The doors function only relates to the doors/cylinders of the selected project.
Through this function it is possible to manage the status of the doors/cylinders and request more
information on a certain door. A door corresponds to a cylinder from the project, but additional
information can be recorded and kept for a door. It should be noted that there is a one-to one
relationship between a door and a cylinder.

Figure 102: overview doors

The overview screen
shows which doors are known in the system for the selected project.
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More information can be retrieved on any door by double-clicking in the list or detail screen.
.
The detail screen contains additional information on the door in question.

Figure 103: detailed information door

The following fields can be modified:
-

Building: the building to which the door belongs.

-

Floor the floor to which the door belongs.

-

Description: this allows additional information for the door to be specified so
that it is easier to identify in the system.

-

Status: a cylinder can have the following statuses: available/installed/
destroyed. ‘Available’ means that the cylinder in question was delivered.
‘Installed’ indicates that the cylinder was in fact fitted in the door.

The ‘key list’ provides an overview of the keys that have access to the door in question. If the key
has been lent out, the name of the person that has the key is also displayed.

9.2.7

Bookings
The bookings function relates only to the bookings of the selected project. Only current bookings are
displayed.
Using this function it is possible to make adjustments to bookings and reprint the forms for a
particular booking.
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Figure 104: bookings overview

The overview screen
shows which bookings are known in the system for the selected project.
More information can be retrieved on any booking by double-clicking in the list or detail screen.
.
The detail screen contains additional information on the booking in question.

Figure 105: detailed information booking

Start date and return date can be adjusted. End date cannot be changed since a booking can only
be completed via ‘Daily work’ .
With the buttons ‘=> key’ and ‘=> people’ you can jump to the relevant key or person of this
booking.

9.2.8

History
The History function allows you to retrieve the booking data of all bookings. Including closed
bookings

Figure 106: retrieving booking information

There are 4 possible methods for searching bookings.
Based on date
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Figure 107: searching bookings based on booking date

The results will contain the bookings that overlap with the specified date with their start/stop period.
Based on person:

Figure 108: searching bookings based on person

After selecting a person you can retrieve the bookings for the person in question. A period can also
be determined which the bookings should overlap with.
It is also possible to select a person who is currently no longer in service.
Based on keys

Figure 109: searching bookings based on keys

Here the user can retrieve bookings for a particular key. A period can also be determined which the
bookings should overlap with.
It is also possible to select a key here that currently no longer exists.
Based on door/cylinder

Figure 110: searching bookings based on door

This screen can be used to retrieve bookings relating to keys that can open the door/cylinder in
question. With this function it is thus possible to identify who has or had access to the relevant door
and when. A period can also be determined which the bookings should overlap with.
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Configuration
The control panel allows you to modify text for the different forms. This can be for the issue form
, the return form
and the reminder form
.
In each case a text can be specified in each of the various languages that are supported: Dutch,
French, English and German.

Figure 111: configuration issue form

The language chosen for the form is determined by the language setting of the person for whom the
form should be printed.
The changes must be confirmed with the ‘Save’ button.

10

Module "Private profiles"
With the aid of profile management, it is possible to retrieve the key cuttings and plugs. The
additional keys/cylinders that are created can subsequently also be registered in a delivery so they
can be managed via key management.
If Profile Management is available to the user, this can be selected via the ‘Online services’ menu:

Figure 68: Manage profiles (menu)

After selecting profile management, the following screen is activated. Depending on the permissions
that were granted, it is possible that not all functions will be available.
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Figure 69: main screen profile management

10.1

Project selection
It is possible to select a project at the top of screen. Some available features only show information
from the relevant project. Other functions work in all projects.

10.2

Function:

Relates to:

Key cutting info

Selected project

Plug

Selected project

Export

All projects

Deliveries

Selected project

Key cutting info
The key cutting info function allows you to retrieve the key cutting information for the keys of the
project.
The overview screen
shows which keys are known in the system. The overview shows the profile number of the key
and its variation. The number indicates the number of keys that have already been delivered.
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Figure 70: overview of the key cutting information of the keys

This overview can be printed.

Figure 71: print results overview of key cutting information

A summary can also be displayed
. This summary shows the number of key profiles in the project and the number of keys that
were already delivered for this profile.

Figure 72: summary key profiles

This summary can also be printed.
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Figure 73: print results overview of key profiles

10.3

Plug
Profile information can also be called up for the cylinders.
The overview screen
shows which cylinder are known in the system. In the overview, the profile number of the
cylinder and its plug are indicated. The number indicates the number of cylinders that have already
been delivered.

Figure 74: overview plug data cylinders

This overview can be printed.

Figure 75: print results overview of cylinder plug data

A summary can also be displayed
. This summary shows the number of cylinder profiles in the project and the number of cylinder
that were already delivered for this profile.
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Figure 76: summary profiles cylinders

This summary can also be printed.

Figure 77: print results overview of cylinder profiles

10.4

Export
With this function it is possible to create an export file of the key profiles that are available in all
projects.
At this time, only the ‘SILCA’ machine is supported.

Figure 78: export key cutting information to ‘SILCA’

The export is performed by system. You can select the desired system using the combo box.
The list indicates what data will be exported. If data is light grey, this indicates that this information
cannot be exported.
By means of ‘Save’ the export file is created.

10.5

Deliveries
With this function it is possible to register the created keys/cylinders as a delivery on the Assa
Abloy servers. This information can then always be retrieved again. Furthermore, it is also possible
to use key management with these keys, if the user has the necessary permissions.
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Creating a new delivery takes place in 3 steps:
Entering keys

Figure 79: entering keys deliveries

All created keys can be entered in this screen. Use ‘Add’ to add a new line. If
the first field is clicked, you can use the drop-down menu to select the key
code. The list shows all the key codes for the selected project. Then enter the
number of keys that were made for this code.
If entries are red, this means that they are incorrect. No delivery will be
possible in such a case.
No key line may have a number of 0.
Two lines with the same code is also not permitted.
Entering cylinders

Figure 80: entering cylinders deliveries

All created cylinder can be entered in this screen. Use ‘Add’ to add a new line.
Here also, the codes will be shown that are available in the project. If data is
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incorrect, it will be indicated in red and no delivery will be created.
In the options, only the information will be shown which is valid for the
selected type.
No cylinder line may have a number of 0.
There should be no 2 lines with the same code-name-type-design-finishinglength-cam value.
Send delivery

This screen shows once again how many keys and cylinders the delivery
consists of.
If neither the key or cylinder screens contain any errors, the delivery can be
sent to the Assa Abloy servers using the ‘Save’ button. This operation cannot
be undone.

Figure 81: confirm delivery and sending to Assa Abloy

It is also possible to call up all deliveries for the selected project.
To do so, use the History screen
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Figure 82: overview of deliveries made

The overview screen
shows which deliveries are known in the system.
More information can be retrieved on any delivery by double-clicking in the list or detail screen.
.
The detail screen contains additional information on the delivery in question.

Figure 83: detailed overview of delivery made

11

Module "Locking plan management"
Using Locking Plan Management it is possible to call up the locking plans to which access has
been granted. In this way it is possible to always have access to the latest version of a locking plan
for a project.
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Figure 112: Managing locking plans (menu)

After selecting locking plan management, the following screen is activated.

Figure 113: main screen Locking plan management

Locking plans can be called up using the Overview function.
Using the ‘Retrieve’ function, the project list can be called up from the Assa Abloy servers. Additional
filters can be used so as to limit the list, if necessary. A wildcard ‘*’ can be used In these filter fields
to define a part of the search term.
‘Clear’ clears the filter data.

Figure 114: retrieve available locking plans

When selecting a project, locking plans can be called up via ‘Open’.
In this case, the locking plan data is stored in a local MPL file. The data in the file is read-only so no
changes can be made to the locking plan. If permissions were granted to the user to modify a
particular project it is also possible to request a customisable version of a locking plan using
‘Modify’.

12

Module "Price information"

12.1

Price info
If the user has permissions to request price information, then an extra icon will appear in the toolbar
after logging in and opening a locking plan.
It is possible to request the basic price of the cylinders/keys in the locking plan using this icon.

Figure 115: price information (toolbar)

The user now also has access to an additional column ‘Price’ with the cylinder and key data.
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Figure 116: additional columns with price information

The data in the price column are determined based on the basic price that was requested and the
number of keys/cylinders that is ordered.
When printing the summary, the price information will also be listed. Before printing, the basic price
of the items, the additional items and the deducted keys are requested so as to provide the price
information of the complete locking plan. This obviously only concerns the articles ordered.
Example ‘Print summary’:

Figure 117: print summary with price information
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SUPPORT and/or comments on the software
For additional questions or comments on the program you can access support through
combinatie@assaabloy.be or for urgent business on the following telephone number +32 (0)58
223839.
Comments and/or proposals for further extension can also be sent to JWarrot@assaabloy.be.
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